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Josh Reichard Wins Ring #6
Josh Reichard wins his sixth gold ring and first in pot-limit omaha.
MILWAUKEE (February 7, 2017) -- Josh Reichard now needs two hands for his WSOP
Circuit gold ring collection. He has just won Event #5: $365 Pot-Limit Omaha Re-Entry at the
Potawatomi Circuit for his sixth career gold ring. It is Reichard's second gold ring of the season
and first in the game of pot-limit omaha.
"I feel incredibly fortunate. I ran really good today," said Reichard. "It's PLO; you know you got
to win flips."
Day 2 of the tournament began with 13 players and Reichard was 5th in chips. He worked his
way up to being second in chips by the time the field got down to the final six players. He said he
got short during three-handed play, but got lucky a couple of times to escape elimination. When
play got heads-up he found himself with about a 3.5:1 chip disadvantage to The Nguyen. That's
when Reichard's wife, Ashley, showed up.
"As soon as she got here I doubled once to get just over even, and then I doubled again to win.
She brought a little lady luck with her," said Reichard.
Reichard's win earned him $17,021, which pushes his career WSOP earnings over the $300k
mark. Nguyen had to settle for the second place payout of $10,523.
It doesn't matter to Reichard if he gets two cards or four, if the structure is fast or slow, or if the
game is full ring or six max. He has proven to be successful in many forms and games of poker
on the Circuit. Reichard has now won a gold ring in pot-limit omaha, limit omaha 8 or better, nolimit hold'em six max, no-limit hold'em turbo, and has won two rings in standard full ring nolimit hold'em Circuit events.
"I wanted to win a PLO [tournament] because I think it means something to have a vast majority
of games in your arsenal," said Reichard.
Reichard is now tied for seventh on the all-time gold rings list with four other players. He is
three gold rings behind current ring leader Alex Masek. This marked Reichard's 11th cash this

season and second gold ring victory. He now has 192.5 Global Casino Championship points this
season, which will be plenty to qualify him for the 2017 Global Casino Championship. He has
played in the Global Casino Championship (formerly known as the National Championship) four
times in the past, but has never cashed.
Reichard lives in Janesville, Wisconsin and calls Potawatomi one of his home casinos.
"It's nice to take one down in my home casino," said Reichard. "Home court advantage seems
real."
Reichard plans to take tomorrow off, but then return to play in the $2,200 No-Limit Hold'em
High Roller on Thursday and this weekend's $1,675 Main Event.
-------Event #5 was the fifth of 12 gold ring events on the WSOP Circuit schedule at Potawatomi. The
$365 pot-limit omaha re-entry tournament attracted 227 players generating a $68,100 prize pool.
The top 24 players were paid.
Day 1 began Monday at 4 p.m. and lasted 16 levels. Day 2 began Tuesday at 2 p.m. with 13
players remaining. The tournament ended at about 7:30 p.m.
The player who accumulates the most overall points during the Potawatomi twelve combined
gold ring tournaments earns the title Casino Champion and receives automatic entry in the
WSOP Global Casino Championship set to take place at the end of the season.
All players who cash in ring events receive points that apply toward the Casino Championship
race and the season-long race to claim one of 50 at-large Global Casino Championship bids
awarded to the top point earners throughout the season. More information on the points system is
available on WSOP.com.
Here is the list of gold ring winners from the Potawatomi series:
EVENT #1: Ty Veras defeated 1,272 players ($365 NLHE Re-Entry) for $67,726
EVENT #2: Yousef Anbar defeated 235 players ($580 NLHE) for $29,371
EVENT #3: Winston Ackerman defeated 324 players ($365 NLHE 30-minute) for $22,842
EVENT #4: Leon Gao defeated 179 players ($365 NLHE) for $14,500
EVENT #5: Josh Reichard defeated 227 players ($365 PLO) for $17,021
With five tournaments wrapped up, seven more ring events remain at the Potawatomi series.
All rings at the Potawatomi series are furnished by Jostens, the official ring supplier of the 20162017 WSOP Circuit season.
For more information about the World Series of Poker Circuit, be sure to follow us on Twitter
@WSOP or check out WSOP.com.
For additional information please contact:
Isaac Hanson (WSOP Media Coordinator) at ijhanson13@gmail.com.

